Do transformation products
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Technical and natural processes such as irradiation with ultraviolet light lead to the
transformation of chemical substances in aquatic environments. But are environmental
risks reduced as a result? Drawing on knowledge of transformation processes, and using
chemical and biological analytical methods, Eawag is developing ways of answering
this question.

Oxidative and photochemical processes play a key role in the
degradation of organic compounds in natural waters or during
vvater treatment. In general, however, such compounds are not
immediately broken down to carbon dioxide and water (i.e. mineralized); instead, a mixture consisting of various transformation
products arises. But normally, little or nothing is known about the
identity of these transformation products — or potential risks to the
environment.
In a study co-authored by Kathrin Fenner of the Department
of Environmental Chemistry at Eawag [1], available data on the
occurrence, behaviour and toxicity of a number of pesticides and
associated transformation products in surface- and groundwater
were analysed. The study showed that transformation products
may be encountered more frequently than the parent compounds,
and that they are often more persistent. In addition, transformation products are generally more mobile — in other vvords, they
are usually less likely to bind to organic matter, e.g. in sediment.
Finally, transformation products are often less toxic than the parent compounds.
Exposure-driven assessment approach. Certain transformation
products, however, may be 10 or even 100 times more toxic than
the parent compound. Oxidation products of diclofenac — an antiinflammatory agent often found in surface water — are a case in
point. A mixture of products formed when diclofenac is exposed
to sunlight causes inhibition of algal reproduction several times
greater than that seen with diclofenac itself [2]. There is thus no
doubt that transformation products can contribute to the overall
chemical burden in the aquatic environment, and that there is a
need for careful assessment. But, given the multiplicity of possible series of reactions and resultant product mixtures, how can
one determine whether substances of lecotoxicologicall concern
are actually produced?
Two approaches may be used for environmental risk assessment of transformation products, based on the two components
that define the risk — exposure and effect. An environmental risk
only arises if organisms are in fact exposed to transformation
products in the environment (exposure) and if these products proEawag News 70/June 2011

duce a response in the organisms (effect). In assessing exposure,
the questions to be considered are ”What transformation products are formed?” and ”What concentrations are detectable in
the environment?”. The relevance of effects, on the other hand, is
assessed by investigating the toxicity of transformation products
relative to the parent compound.
Depending on the focus of the assessment, the approach
adopted can thus be characterized as exposure-driven or effectdriven. In both cases, exposure and effect are closely linked, but
there are differences in the line of attack and in the level of detail
of the information obtained [3].
The exposure-driven assessment approach aims to identify
transformation products in environmental samples by chemical
analysis. If the analytical data indicate the presence of transformation products in relevant concentrations, these are then identified
by fractionation and additional analyses. Ideally, a biological effect
profile vvill already be available for the transformation products
identified, or at least for structurally similar compounds. In most

Fig. 1: Effect-driven assessment approach for four transformation processes
(diuron here stands for various parent compounds).
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cases, however, it is to be expected that no such information
exists as yet. Effect data then have to be obtained by subjecting
the isolated or newly synthesized transformation products to
biological testing.
Effect-driven assessment approach. The effect-driven assessment approach is based on the toxic potential of the parent compound and of the mixtures arising from transformation processes,
as determined by biological testing. If, during transformation, the
toxic potential of a mixture decreases in proportion to the disappearance of the parent compound, it can be assumed that toxicity
is dominated by the parent compound, and the transformation
products are not relevant for the environmental risk assessment. Only if the toxicity of the mixture is greater than would
be expected for the parent compound are further steps required
to identify the toxicologically active substance(s). This would
include, for example, a combination of fractionation and biological
and chemical analysis [4].
It is apparent that the exposure-driven assessment approach
calls for major efforts, which do however provide a detailed
account of the identity and toxicity of transformation products.
In contrast, the effect-driven approach is more pragmatic and
less costly and time-consuming, since the identity and toxicity
of transformation products are only investigated if the effects
differ from those expected for the parent compound. With both
approaches, if chemical and biological analysis is to be effective,
the list of possible transformation products needs to be narrowed
down. Knowledge-based and computer-aided predictions concerning the identity and biological modes of action of expected
transformation products are thus essential [5, 6].
Four-step procedure. In view of the large number of relevant
substances and possible oxidative and photochemical transformation processes, the effect-driven assessment approach is
currently being pursued by Eawag researchers Nadine Bramaz
and Kristin Schirmer of the Environmental Toxicology department,
and by Hana I\/lestankova, Urs von Gunten and Silvio Canonica
of the Water Resources and Drinking Water department, in cooperation with Beate Escher of the National Research Centre for
Environmental Toxicology (Entox) in Australia. They are focusing
in particular on specific biological effects — e.g. inhibition of
enzyme activity or of photosynthesis [7]. Specific effects of this
kind generally occur at substance concentrations lying well below
so-called baseline toxicity, which involves non-specific interactions with cell membranes. With the effect-driven approach,
the evolution of toxicity is studied for four different transformation
processes (Fig. 1) — direct phototransformation by ultraviolet
radiation, triplet-induced photosensitized oxidation (based on
photoexcitation of dissolved organic matter), oxidation by hydroxyl
radicals, and by ozone.
For example, the researchers used the effect-driven approach to study the effects of the herbicide diuron on the
unicellular green alga Pseudok/rchner/e//a subcap/tata. Diuron
(3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea) is a specific inhibitor of
photosynthesis and growth in plants. Because of its relevance in
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Fig. 2: The effect-driven assessment approach can be divided into four steps
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litre (mol/I); for inhibition of the algal growth rate over 24 hours,
the EC5-,0 was 1.7¢0,15x1O'7 mol/I (Fig. 3).
In Step 2, the transformation processes — here, the four
(photo-)oxidative processes shown in Figure 1 — are investigated.
This involves determining the effects of the resultant mixtures
(diuron and its transformation products) at various time points.
Figure 4a shows how the concentration-effect relationships for
inhibition of photosynthesis evolve when diuron is degraded by
direct phototransformation. As concentrations can no longer be
assigned to a specific compound, the EC50 is expressed as a dilution factor (dilution factor = 1 for initial concentration of diuron).
The figure shows that the concentration-effect curves shift
towards higher concentrations with increasing photodegradation;
inhibition of the photosystem thus decreases over time.
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Nadine Bramaz and Hana l\/lestankova discuss the toxicity results for a mixture

of parent compound and transformation products in a microtitre plate. Shown
in the background is the chromatography system used to determine the concentration of the parent compound in the mixture.

ecotoxicology and ease of handling, the scientists selected this
green alga as a typical photosynthetically active organism.
The effect-driven approach can be divided into four steps
(Fig. 2). First, the effect concentrations of the parent compound
are determined — i.e., in this case, inhibition by diuron of photosynthesis and algal growth. These concentrations subsequently
serve as a reference for assessment of the mixture (see Step 3).
The concentration of diuron which reduced the quantum yield of
photosynthesis in Pseudokirchner/e//a subcapitata by 50 per cent
after two hours’ exposure (EC50) was 1.78 1-0,06 x 1O*8 moles per

Fig. 3: Concentration-effect relationships for inhibition of photosynthesis
and of the growth rate in the green alga Pseudo/</rchnerie//a subcapitata, as
determined in a combined algae test [7, 8].
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Are transformation products relevant? In Step 3, to allow
effects of mixtures to be compared with those of the parent
compound, the concept of toxic equivalent concentrations (TEQs)
is employed [8, 9]. This involves dividing the EC50 for the reference compound (i.e. diuron) by the EC5o for a given mixture; the
resultant diuron equivalent concentration (DEQ) indicates the
concentration of diuron to which the effect observed for the
mixture is equivalent. If the toxicity of the mixture is dominated by
the reference compound alone, then the biologically determined
DEQs should evolve in line with the chemically quantified diuron
concentrations. This pattern was in fact observed with direct
phototransformation of diuron (Fig. 4b).
In Step 4, the ratio of the DEQs over time from the bioassay
to the initial DEO value is plotted against the ratio of the
analytically quantified diuron concentrations over time to the initial
diuron concentration. If the biological effects of the mixture are
determined by diuron alone, the decrease in DEQs is expected
to be proportional (1:1) to the decrease in diuron concentrations.
If the mixture of transformation products is more toxic than the
reference compound, the values will lie clearly above the 1:1 line
(Fig. 2, Step 4). As Figure 4c shows, the former is the case for
direct phototransformation of diuron. Inhibition of photosynthesis
and of the algal growth rate is thus dominated by the action of
diuron. It may be concluded that for this combination and this test
system no further studies are required with regard to ecotoxicological assessment of transformation products. Similar findings
were obtained for the other three (photo-)oxidative processes
investigated.
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Validation and further development. Given the variety and
complexity of the mixtures of transformation products expected
to occur in the environment, step-by-step assessment of ecotoxicological risks would appear to be advisable. We propose that
the method described above should be adopted as an effective
first step in determining whether transformation products show
greater toxicity than the parent compound from which they are
formed, or whether the ecotoxicological risk can be assessed on
the basis of the parent compound alone.
We are currently using this approach to study transformation
products formed by (photo-)oxidative degradation of triclosan (an
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Fig. 4: Effects on the green alga Pseudok/rchnerie//a subcapitata observed with diuron and transformation products formed by direct phototransformation of diuron.
a) Direct phototransformation of diuron (50 umol/I, pH = 8) produces mixtures of transformation products which show decreasing inhibition of photosynthesis
with increasing irradiation time.

b) Diuron equivalent concentrations (DEQ) decrease in line with diuron concentrations during irradiation.
c) The fact that the biological effects (inhibition of photosynthesis and growth rate) are proportional to diuron concentrations at any given point indicates that they

are predominantly caused by diuron in the mixture of transformation products.

antibacterial agent) and oseltamivir (the active ingredient of the
antiviral drug Tamiflu). In another project, supported by the US
Water Research Foundation, we - together with colleagues from
the University of Colorado - are studying substances included in
the US Environmental Protection Agency's list of priority drinking
water contaminants. These studies will contribute to a sciencebased assessment of the limits and opportunities of (photo-)
oxidative transformation processes with regard to protection
of drinking water and of the aquatic environment. At the same
time, they will help to validate and further develop the methods
described. The greatest challenge lies in identifying possible
toxic effects which cannot be straightforwardly predicted from
the chemical structure of the parent compound or from known
biological modes of action.
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